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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Tiling of the Integers 
Submitted by LEUNG Fung Bun 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in August 2008 
Let n be a positive integer and let A and B be two finite sets of integers 
containing 0 and with their nonzero elements lying between 0 and n. If there 
exists the B making the sum of A and B a direct sum^ and a complete set 
of residues modulo n, then A is called a principal complementing set modulo 
n and [A^ B) a principal complementing pair modulo n. 
Let p, q and r be three distinct primes. The main result of this thesis is 
that a necessary and sufficient condition for an integer set with cardinality p 
to be a principal complementing set modulo pqr is written down and proved. 
The structure of the principal complementing pairs modulo 30 is presented in 
the last chapter with {\A\, |B|) in { (5,6) , (3,10)}. This suggests a conjecture 
which provides a sufficient and necessary condition for a pair of integer sets 
(^ 4, B) to be a principal complementing pair modulo n where n is a product 
of three distinct primes. The conjecture is shown to hold true in one case. 
The condition is proven sufficient for general n. Half of the necessary part 
follows from our main result. 
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A.l Definitions 






Let C be a set of integers with subsets A and B. Then (A, B) is called a 
complementing pair of C if every element in C is the sum of two unique ele-
ments from A and B respectively. Symbolically, we write A® B = C which 
is called a tiling of C by A and A is called a tile of C as C is a disjoint union 
of translates of A. We also say that A tiles C, B is a. complement of A and 
B is the translation set of the tiling. 
When C is the set of natural numbers with zero, the structure of its com-
plementing pairs is simple and is describe in Appendix A. We are interested 
in the case when C is the set of all integers Z. For finite tiles, Hajos [1] 
showed in 1949 that their complements are periodic sets (ie. B = B ® {n} 
for some integer n). In 1974, Swenson [4] proved by creating an algorithm 
that for any two finite integer sets A' and B', if their sum is a direct sum, then 
there exists two infinite supersets A and B of A' and B' respectively being a 
complementing pair of Z. We shall start with these basics in the next chapter. 
In 1998，Coven and Meyerowitz [8] came up with a necessary and suf-
ficient condition for an integer set with cardinalities having at most two 
distinct prime factors to tile Z. The structures of these tiles then can be 
characterized. We shall go into their work in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
Knowledge on the properties of the cyclotomic polynomials will be crucial 
and so there is a section for it in the next chapter. We shall also introduce 
a number of equivalent conditions for a finite set to tile Z. 
The fact that any tiling of Z by translates of one finite set is periodic 
motivates the definition of the complementing pairs modulo n which is given 
as follows. Let n be a positive integer and A and B two finite sets of inte-
gers. We say that the pair {A, B) is a complementing pair modulo n or B is 
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a complement of A modulo n if the sum of A and 5 is a direct sum (which 
means the elements in A + B are distinct) and a complete set of residues 
modulo n. In case that both A and B contain zero and the nonzero elements 
of A and B lie between 0 and n, we call (A, B) a principal complementing 
pair modulo n and B a principal complement of A modulo n. Provided the 
existence of such B, A is called a principal complementing set modulo n. 
We shall focus on the collection of the principal complementing pairs. In 
other words, we now fix the period of tiling and try to find out all the tiles 
and the relation between the tiles and their complements. By data analysis, 
there is a structure for the collection of the principal complementing pairs 
modulo 30 when \B\) in {(5,6),(3,10)}. 
Denote the set {0,1,2, . . . , n - 1 } by Nn- Let n be the product of three dis-
tinct primes p, q and r and (A, B) a pair of sets in both containing zero. 
Assume that the number of elements in A and B are r and pq respectively 
and d is the greatest common divisor of elements in A and n. Suggested 
by the case when n = 30, a conjecture is made in this thesis which states 
that (yl, B) is a principal complementing pair modulo n if and only if A is a 
complete set of residues modulo r and B is the direct sum of dr multiples of 
N吿 and a complete set of residues modulo d with elements in Ndr-
In the last chapter, the "if part of this conjecture is proved for general n. 
The "only i f part is proved for the condition on A using the main theorems 
in [8]. Hence, there are four possible values for d namely {l,p,q,pq}. The 
conjecture is shown to hold true when d = pq. For the case when d = p, the 
reason why B is a direct sum is unknown but we know that B is a disjoint 
union of q many complete set of residues modulo p. If one can show that r 
divides the difference between any two congruent modulo p elements in B, 
then the proof of this conjecture in this case is done. The case when d = q is 
symmetric to that when d = p. A summary of results is presented on p.29. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Tiling of Integers 
In this chapter, we shall start with the standard assumptions on integer tiles. 
Then we shall go into the periodicity of tiling of Z by finite tile. The relation 
between tiles and polynomials will be discussed after the introduction of the 
cyclotomic polynomials. 
2.1 General Assumptions 
Let k be an integer and A be a finite tile. A 0 {k} is called a translation of 
A and kA is called the k multiple of A. 
Lemma 2.1.1. An integer set tiles Z if and only if all its translations do. 
Proof. A®B = Z i f a n d only if Ae {k} eB = Z® {k} for any integer k. • 
Lemma 2.1.2. An integer set tiles Z if and only if all its multiples do. 
Proof. Suppose A © C = Z. Then kA © {0 ,1 ,2 ’ . . ’ \k\ - 1} ® kC = Z. That 
is kA tiles Z. Now suppose kA ® C = Z. Then kA 0 Ck = /c Z where 
Ck = {ceC :c = 0 (mod k)}. So, A e ^ = Z . • 
In most discussions on a finite integer tile A, the assumptions that min A = 
0 and gcd A = 1 are made without loss of generality as the two lemmas above 
have explained. The theorem below will provide us with the condition for 
constructing an infinite complementing pairs of Z. 
Theorem 2.1.1 ([4]). Suppose Ai and Bi are finite integer sets, 0 G AiABi 
and Aj + Bi =Ai © Bi. Then there exists two infinite sets A and B such that 
Ai C A , Bi C B and A® B = Z. 
3 
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Proof. Define rii = mm{/c : {士/c 朱 Ai ® Bi}, rrii = max{|ai|, |6i|, |ni| : 
ai e Ai.bi e Bi}. Let us define A = U£ i Ai and B = ij二i where 
Ak+\ = Afc U {ufc + 5mfc} and Bk+i = B^U {-5mA；}. When k = 2, we have 
^2 + ^2 = (Ai e Bi) U ({ni + 5mi + U ( -5mi + Ai) U {ni} . 
One can check that A2 + B2 = A2® B2 as the following inequalities hold 
for all a, a' € Ai and b, b' e Bi： 
—5mi + a < -4mi < - 2 m i < a' -\-b. 
Til + 5mi + 6 > 3mi > 2m 1 > a + 6'. 
Tlx + 5m 1 + 6 > 3mi > ( -5mi ) + a. 
ni + 5mi + b> 3mi�|ni|. 
I - 5mi + a| 2 4mi > |ni|. 
As ni G © B2，when compared to A i ^ B i , A2 © B2 has at least one more 
element in the interval about the origin in which all integers are represented. 
Repeating this process, we obtain A B B = Z. 
• 
From now on, we shall restrict our discussion on finite tiles. 
2.2 Periodicity of Tiling 
An infinite set C of integers is said to be periodic if C ® {n} = C for some 
n > 0. The smallest such n is called the period of C. If C is periodic 
with period n, then C is a union of some congruence classes modulo n. So, 
we have C = B ® nZ, where B is any set consisting of one representation 
from each class. U A® C = and C is periodic, we say that the tiling is 
periodic and the period of the tiling is defined as that of C. 
Lemma 2.2.1 ([1]). Suppose A � C 二 Z where A is finite. Then C is 
periodic. 
Proof. Assume min_A = 0 and max A = a. Fix an integer k. Define Ck = 
{b e C : b < k}. Then 
{g e Z : g < k} C A ® Ck C {g e Z : g < a k}. (2.1) 
Hence, Z\{A © Ck) is bounded below by k and its minimal element exists. 
Also, 
min(C\Cfc) = min(Z\(^ 0 Ck)) e C. (2.2) 
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On the other hand, notice that for any k, there are at most 2" choices for 
the pattern of A © C^ in the range [/c, a + A:) n Z. Hence, there exists i < j 
such that the pattern of A © Q in [i, i + a) A Z is the same as that of ^ © Cj 
in [j, j + a)门 Z. Based on (2.1)，A® Ci is just a translation of ^ © Cj, so 
A ® C j = A ® C i ® {m} (2.3) 
for some nonnegative integer m. Then Cj = Q 0 {m}. To see this, we 
write Ci = {q i , Ci2, •••} and Cj = {cji,cj2,...} where Cn > Ci2 > ... and 
Cji > Cj2 > .... We notice that the maximal element in A®Cj and A®Ci®{m} 
are a + Cji and a + Qi + m respectively. Hence, Cji = Cn + m. Similarly, if 
we consider maximal element in ^ 0 (Cj\{cji}) and A © (Ci\{cn}) © {m} , 
we have Cj2 = Ci2 + m. By repeating this process, we have Cji = cu + m for 
all positive integer I. Let us now consider 
min(C\C,) = min(Z\(AeCj) ) 
= m i n ( Z \ ( A e Ci e {m}) ) 
= m i n { ^ -me Z +{—m} : g ^ A® Q® { m } } + m 
—min{5' — m^Z:g — m^A® Q} + m 
= m i n ( Z \ ( ^ e Ci)) + m 
= m i n ( C \ C i ) + m. 
Therefore, if we denote by k and I the minimal elements of C which are no 
less than i and j respectively，then Q = Ci © {m} as we already have 
Cj = Ci® {m}. By repeating this argument, we get C = C ® {m}. 
• 
As every tiling by translates of a finite set is periodic, we usually write a 
tiling as A ® 5 0 nZ = Z. Although n is a multiple of the tiling period, one 
has to refer to the context to determine if n really represents the period of 
the tiling. 
2.3 Cyclotomic Polynomials 
In the next section, we shall provide an algebraic equivalent condition related 
to cyclotomic polynomials for a finite set to tile Z . Let us first make an 
introduction on cyclotomic polynomials. Given a natural number n, The n," 
cyclotomic polynomial is the monic polynomial in C[.T] whose roots 
are precisely the primitive n," roots of unity. The following lemma shows 
some properties of cyclotomic polynomials. 
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Lemma 2.3.1 ([8], [9]). Let p be a prime and n a positive integer. The 
following statements hold. 
l + ：r： + …+ ：I："—l = nl<+亞c^(工). 
3. $p(a:) = 1 + a; + + ... + 
‘ 0 if n=l 
4- ^n(l) = \ P if n is a power of prime p • 
1 otherwise 
\ 
5.金npQ(工)=(工where q;,q;i,q;2 G Z , a = ai + 0:2 and ai > 0. 
[ i f p \ n 
7 ^nix"^) = Ylr\m ^rn{x) where (71，m) = 1. 
8. G Zlx . 
9.否n(冗)is irreducible in Q[a:]. 
Proof. We are going to prove the statements one by one. 
1. fldin 少工"• — 1 as these c '^! primitive roots of unity are the n仇 roots 
of unity. Since the n^ ^ roots of unity are the primitive roots of unity for 
some d\n, we have rc" — 1| 
2. It follows from the fact that 工打-1 = (a; - 丄 + ... + rc + 1 ) = 
ridln 恤 ) . 
3. It follows from the fact that - 1 = (a; - + ... + re + 1 ) = 
4. We have = 0 as = x - 1. 
Let n = p爪 for some positive integer m. When m = 1,屯p(l) = p. 
Assume 少pfc(l) = p for all positive integer k < m. As ni<(i|p"» ^r f ( l )= 
ni<d|p—1 we have p 讯 = S o , $ p ’ n � = p . 
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Let n = where r > 1, Pi and pj are distinct for all distinct i 
and j in {1，...r}, ai > 0；2 > ... > ov. We shall prove = 1 by induction 
on a = ai + 0；2 + ... + a”. When a = 2, n=pip2 = <l>pi(l)$p2(l)中pip2(1). As 
P1P2 =�>pi(l)$p2(l)’ we have <I>„(1) = 1. Let / c � 1 be an integer. Assume 
= 1 for all n = vVvT-'-Vr'' with OLj < k. Now we consider the 
case when n = where Yl]=i Oij = 1. As 
n= II ]][ 
l<t|n l<f|n, A{t)<k 
where M p ? ? ? . • . ? ? � ) = Y l ] = i ft ) by induction hypothesis, n = 
Hence, = 1. 
5. The statement is true when n = 1 as x is a primitive p^ 认 root of unity 
if and only if is a primitive p^ ^ 仇 root of unity. When n > 1, we shall 
show that divides and then divides 
Let the order of x be np" and that of x^"^ be k. Then k\np°'\ If k\np^ for 
some nonnegative integer s < ai, but then a：叩这十。。=1. If for some 
nonnegative integer n < n, but then 如 " = 1 . Hence, k = np'^K Now we 
let the order of be np� i and that of x be k. Then If k\np^ for 
some nonnegative integer s < a, but then = 1. If k\np°' for some integer 
n < n, but then a:叩"=1. So, k = np°'. 
6. Let X be the primitive np访 root of unity. Then x^ is the primitive n仇 
root of unity. Hence 
In case p\n, we want to show Let the order of x^ be n. 
Then the order of re is /c for some k\np. We first claim that p\k. Suppose 
p 十 /c. Then k\- and x^p = 1 but - < n. So we have p\k. Then x^p = 1 and 
so n| 含 . W e have k = np. 
In case p j n, we first show Let the order of a; be n and the 
order of x^ be m. Then n\pm. As p \ n, n\m and so m = n. We then show 
Suppose the order of x^ is n. Let k be the order of x. 
Then k\np. If then (a:吵p) = 1 and so n|尝.We have k = np. If p 十 k, 
then k\n ,工切= 1 and so k = n. 
7. For m = 1, the statement holds. Assume m > 1. We first prove 
the case when m is a power of a prime, that is = Flrip�^rm(x) 
where (m,p) = 1. For a=l, it is true by statement 6. Assume it is 
true for a = k. We have … ) = = 饥 = 
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Hripfc by statement 6 and induction hypothesis. Hence, 
否 = riripfc+i 少•(工)• Now let m=p?p� . . .p5\ When i = 1, state-
ment 7 is true by above. Assume it is true for i — k. We get 
n n � � 1 � 
= n 工). 
8. We show e "^[x] by induction. When n = 1, = x - 1 e Z[x]. 
Assume € Z[x] for all d < n. By statement 1, a;^  - 1 = 
where f(x) = Rnxiin ^di^) ^ Z[a;] . We consider the quotient when f(x) 
divides — 1 by long division. Since f(x) is monic and a;" - 1 lies in Z[x], 
the quotient also lies in Z[x . 
9. Let / G be a monic irreducible factor of Then = fg for 
some monic g G Q[x]. Assume deg^ > 0 and we shall derive a contradiction. 
As G Z[x], by Gauss Lemma, there exists Q:,/5 G Q such that <!>„ = af-Pg 
with af, j3g e Z[x]. As 亞„，f and g are monic and { a / , j3g} C Z[a;], a and (3 
are integers such that a , 0 二 1. Hence {f,g} C Z[a:]. 
Then we decompose the set of primitive n仇 roots into roots of f and g 
(there should exist a root for g as deg^ > 0). That is 
{x : ^nix) = 0} = {e : /(£) = 0} U {5: g(6) = 0} 
(LI refers to disjoint union). We take k = min{/c : 5 = e^, / (e) = g(5) = 0} 
and pick (e, (5) such that ^ = e^. Let p be a prime factor of k. Then = 5. 
As k > 尝，/(eP) + 0. As (/c,n) = 1 = (p,n), g(eP) = 0. By minimality of /c, 
p = k. 
Now 6 = eP implies f{x)\ in Z[x]. Suppose = f(x)h{x) with 
h(x) e Z[x]. Let ¥ = Z /pZ so that F is a field. For all / G Z[x], we can read 
the coefficients modulo p and obtain the polynomial / in ¥[x]. Also the map 
/ I—> / is a ring homomorphism from Z[x] to ¥[x]. So, g{xP) = f(x) h(x) 
where deg / > 0 as / is monic. 
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We now claim that g[x)P = g{xP) for all g G Z[x]. Let g(x) be a � + 
aix + + • •. + ttnX^. We shall prove by induction on n. We shall use 
the facts that F^ is a group of order p — 1 and char(¥) = p. For n = 1， 
(aix+tto)^ = YX=o — ^ix^+ao (mod p). Assume the statement 
holds for all g G Z[x] with deg^* < n. 
三 + h aixY + tto (mod p) 
三 几 一 1 H h a2X + aiY + ao (mod p) 
= + + + + (mod p) 
=ttnX^P H 1- + 013：^  + ao (mod p). 
Hence, the claim is proven true. Now as / divides g^ in ¥[x], f and g have a 
一 
common irreducible factor say f. Since fg = divides — 1 in Z[x], f • g 
divides x^ — 1. It follows that a;" — 1 is divisible by the square of f in F[a;. 
Hence, re" — 1 e ¥[x] does not have distinct roots. Contradiction appears as 
the derivative of a:" — 1 in ¥[x] has zero as its unique root which is, however, 
not a root of — 1. • 
Given a prime p and a polynomial A{x), we can derive from the above 
lemma a relation between the cyclotomic factors of and A{x^) which 
will be useful in the next chapter. 
Lemma 2.3.2 ([8]). Let p he a prime and A{x) be a polynomial in Z[a;]. 
Then we have 
{n: = , p\n} U {np : 
Note that saying in C[x] is equivalent to say in 
Z[x]. To see this, suppose = f{x)A{xP) = g(x)A{xP) + h(x) for some 
f{x) in C[a;], g{x) and h{x) in Q[a:] and deg h(x) < degA{x^). By uniqueness 
of quotient and remainder in division theorem for C[a;], we have 三 0 and 
f 三 g. As the are monic and is in Z[x], we have f e Z[x]. 
Proof. Please refer to Lemma 2.3.1 for the properties of the cyclotomic poly-
nomials. Suppose n satisfies Then A{xP). If 
p 十 n, then A(xP). 
Now suppose n satisfies If p|n, then ^p(x)\A{xP) implies 
In fact, we have To see this, we consider a root 
w of Any p仇 root of u; is a root of (rc^ ) and also A(x^). Hence, 
A{w) = 0. If p 1 n, then $„(3；口) = Since ^np(x) 
is irreducible over Q[x], we have and so • 
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2.4 Equivalence 
In the following, we shall show some useful equivalence conditions for a pair 
of finite set to be a complementing pair modulo n. Before that, we have 
to introduce a one-to-one correspondence between the collection of all finite 
multisets of nonnegative integers and the set of all polynomials with nonneg-
ative integer coefficients. Let A be a finite multisets of nonnegative integers. 
The correspondence is that A corresponds to 
A(x) = ^ niax"' 
aeA 
where rua is the multiplicity of a in A. The number of element(s) in A is 
Using this language, if B is also a multisets of nonnegative integers, then we 
have A-\-B corresponds to A(x)B(x), AUB corresponds to A(x)-\-B{x) and 
kA corresponds to A{x^) for some positive integer. We are now already to 
state the theorem below. 
Theorem 2.4.1 ([8]). Let n be a positive integer and let A and B be two 
finite sets of nonnegative integers and A + B = A ® B. Then following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) A®B®nZ = Z is a tiling. 
(2) 4 � B 三{0，l ’ ... ’n- 1} (mod n). 
(3) A{x)B{x)三 1 + a: + …+ a;"一 1 (mod a;" - 1). 
(4) n = 4(1)5(1) and for all 1 < or ^t(x)\B{x). 
Proof. We shall prove that (1) (2) (3) (4). 
To prove (1) implies (2), we suppose on the contrary that A ® B is not a 
complete set of residues mod n. If \A ® B\ > n, then there exists distinct 
members mi and m2 in A®B such that mi 三 mi (mod n) which contradicts 
the unique expression of mi and m^ in A0 jB©nZ. If \A®B\ < n, then there 
exists m e Nn such that m ^ a b 0 iov all a e A and b e B which is a 
contradiction to (1). To show (2) implies (1), one can show A®B®nZ D Z 
by division algorithm in Z. 
To prove (2) implies (3), we let A® B = {nki + ij^ Jo^  for some ki e Z. 
Then A{x)B{x) = ZU 工 = E ： ： ^ 三！：二丄工'（mod a;" — 1). 
Suppose now (3) is true. Then A(x)B{x) = 1 + a; + ... + + f(x){x'' — 1) 
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for some f(x) e Z[x]. Write f{x) = Co + CiX-\-C2x'^-] hc^ x'^  and k = qn + r 
for some q e and r G N^. If g = 0, then k e Nn and A{x)B{x) equals 
As A-\- B = every coefficient in A{x)B{x) is in {0,1}. Result follows. 
If > 0, then A(x)B{x) is given by 
n—1 q—l n—1 
^(1 - Ci)x' + Y^ - Cin+jy''^' 
2 = 0 i=l j=0 
r n-1 r 
+ - c 卯 听 + 、 ^ c ( 卜 财 、 吻 • ： ! ； ( 计 1)吻. 
i=0 i=l+r j=0 
Consider the coefficients of {a;。，^；“+“’ a;2n+a’ ，冗gn+a，工(g+i)7z+a} They are 
{l-Ca,Ca-Cn+a, C^+a 一 C2n+a，…，C^g-2)n+a — % 
and {1 - Ca’Ca — Cn+a,Cn+a — C2n+a, •••,%-2)n+a _ C(g_i)n+a, C(g-l)n+a, 0} for 
0 < a < r and r < a < n respectively. In either case, exactly one element 
in the set is one and all others are zeros as coefficients of A{x)B{x) are in 
{0,1}. Hence, (2) is true. 
To prove (3) implies (4)，we let A{x)B{x) = + f �(工打 _ 1) 
for some f(x) E One can set a: = 1 to get n = ^(1)5(1). By Lemma 
2.3.1，we have ^tix)\A{x)B{x) for all factor t o i n greater than 1. As <l>t(a:) is 
irreducible, <l>t(a;)|yl(a:) or To show (4) implies (3), we notice that 
ni<f|n ^t{x)\A{x)B{x) and so there exists f(x) in Z[x] such that A{x)B{x) 
is f(x){l + a; + . . . + re打-1). As n = A ( l ) 5 ( l ) = / ( l )n , / ( I ) = 1. There 
exists g(x) in Z[a;] such that f{x) = (x — l)g{x) + 1. Then 
A{x)B{x) = {{x - + 1)(1 + re + …+ 丄） 
= ( x " - 1)乂re) + (1 + a; + …+ a;，i) 
三 1 + a; + ... + 产 1 (mod a;" - 1) 
• 
口 End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Theorems of Integer Tiles 
In this chapter, we shall go into the main theorems of integer tiling. Assump-
tions made on tiles will be shown legitimate before we prove the theorems. 
Materials in this chapter and the next are from [8]. 
3.1 Main Theorems 
Let ^ be a set of nonnegative distinct integers. We define the S set of A 
denoted by Sa to be the set of prime powers a such that the a*" cyclotomic 
polynomial divides A{x). Consider the following two conditions on A: 
Tl: = 
T2: If S i , S j n € Sa are powers of distinct primes, then 
Theorem 3.1.1. T1 and T2 are sufficient conditions for A to tile Z. 
Theorem 3.1.2. T1 is a necessary condition for A to tile Z. 
Theorem 3.1.3. T2 is a necessary condition for A to tile Z if \A\ has at 
most two prime factors. 
Corollary 3.1.1. Provided \A\ has at most two prime factors, T1 and T2 
are the necessary and sufficient conditions for A to be an integer tile. 
3.2 Jusifications on Assumptions 
We shall assume 0 G and gcd A = lin the proofs of the theorems of integer 
tiles. These assumptions are about to be shown legitimate. 
12 
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Lemma 3.2.1. Let k be an integer. A® k satisfies T1 (or T2) if and only 
if A does. 
Proof. It suffices to show that Sa = Sa'- This is true because divides 
A{x) if and only if divides A{x)x^. • 
We need the lemma below to justify the assumption of gcd A = 1. 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let p be a prime. Then 
SpA = {产 1 ： E Sa} U E ： prime q + p}. 
In words, SpA is Sa with the index of every power of p raised by 1 and Sa is 
SpA with the index of every power of p reduced by 1. 
Proof. It follows Lemma 2.3.2. • 
Lemma 3.2.3. If ^p{x) divides A{x), then A is not a subset ofpZ. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that A = pB for some finite set B of non-
negative integers. From Lemma 3.2.2, p is not in SpB which is Sa- • 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let p be a prime. Then 
Sp^A = FR奸N ： pa e U E Sa ： prime q ^ p}. 
In words, Spnj^ is Sa with the index of every power of p raised by n and Sa 
is Spn^ with the index of every power of p reduced by n. 
Proof. It is true by Lemma 3.2.2 for n = 1. Assume it holds for all n < k. 
Then 
Spk+IA = 'S'p(pM) = { 严 ： e SpkA} u {q^ e SpkA ： prime q 辛 p) 
= { 产 糾 ： G Sa} U € Sa ： prime q ^ p}. 
• 
Lemma 3.2.5. Let k > 1. kA satisfies Tl(or T2) if and only if A does. 
Proof. We prove the case when /c is a prime p. A(l) = pA{l) as = \pA\. 
Recall from Lemma. 2.3.1 that $pm(l) = p for all m > 1. Now by Lemma 
3.2.2’ we have flseSpx = FLeSA ^s(l)- Hence, kA satisfies T1 if and 
only if A does. 
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Suppose pA satisfies T2. Let Si,..., Sm € Sa be powers of distinct primes 
and s is their product. Define 
H r 丨；二严 
By Lemma 3.2.2，s[ G SpA and as are powers of distinct primes, 
By Lemma 2.3.2 , we have (力 Hence, A satisfies T2. 
Suppose A satisfies T2. Let Si,...,Sm G SpA be powers of distinct primes 
and s is their product. Define 
, f f " Pisi , , f r , 
Si = < ^ and s = s；. 
[si if p\si fJi 
By Lemma 3.2.2’ s[ € Sa- AS s[ are powers of distinct primes, <L>s'(X)|A(A;). 
By Lemma 2.3.2，we have Hence, A satisfies T2. • 
3.3 Proofs of Main Theorems 
3.3.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1.1 
Proof. We shall construct a set of nonnegative integers B such that for all 
factor t of ^(1)5(1) greater than 1 ， o r <l>f(a;)|5(a;). Define 
where the product is taken over all prime power factors s of 1cm Sa which 
is not in Sa and t{s) is the largest factor of 1cm relatively prime to s. 
One can note that t{s) is the product of all prime powers in Sa except those 
powers of the prime factor of s and B{x) has nonnegative coefficients due to 
the facts that s runs through a set of prime powers, (x) = ) and 
= 1 + x + + ... + xP-\ 
As A satisfies T l , we have 
A{l)B{l) = n n 歪s(l) = lcmSU. 
s€SA S车SA 
s| 1cm Sa 
Let s > 1 be a factor of which equals 1cm Sa and write s = SiS2.--Sm 
as a product of powers of distinct primes. If Si is in Sa for all z, then 
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divides ^(x) by T2. If Sj is not in Sa for some i, then (工‘）)divides B(x) 
and f： divides t{si). By Lemma 2 . 3 . 1 ， d i v i d e s which is a 
factor of B(x). 
• 
3.3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1.2 
We shall prove the following theorem which implies Theorem 3.1.2. 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let A(x) and B{x) be polynomials with coefficients 0 and 
1, n = A(1)B(1) and R be the set of prime power factors of n. If 
divides A{x)B{x) for all factor t of n greater than 1, then we have 
1- 4(1) = Uses,少and B � = ^ s ( l ) . 
2. R is a disjoint union of Sa and Sb. 
Proof. As <l>f(x) is irreducible in Z[x], being a factor of A(x)B{x) means that 
it is a factor of A{x) or B{x). Hence, i? C U Sb, AS <^ >S(1) divides ^(1) 
for all s e Sa, we have YIs^Sa 少 d i v i d e s A(l) and so > ELGSa 少 
Hence, we get 
A(i)B(i) > 11 ^>.(1) n 尘 > n 少s(i) > n 歪 = 
s£Sa s£Sb SG5AU5B S&R 
As n = A(1)B(1), we have 
(^1)5(1) = n 否s(i) n 少s(i) = n 屯二 n 少 
seSA seSB SGSAUSB seR 
So, A(l) = nUsx 屯 a n d 5(1) = EUss 少 S i n c e <1^ (1) > 1 for all 
prime power s, we have the union of Sa and Sb is disjoint and \R\ = |5^丨丨知丨. 
Hence, i? is a disjoint union of Sa and Sb. • 
3.3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1.3 
We shall need a number of lemmas to prove that T2 is necessary for a finite 
integer set to tile Z. 
Lemma 3.3.1. Suppose A is a finite integer tile. If r and \A\ are coprime, 
then rA is an integer tile with the same translation set as A's. 
It suffices to prove the lemma when r is a prime p. By Theorem 2.4.1, 
we are to show 
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Lemma 3.3.2. Let A and B be finite sets of nonnegative integers with cor-
responding polynomials A{x) and B(x) and let n = A(l)5(l). If 
A{x)B(x)三 1 + a; + ... + (mod — 1) 
and p is a prime not dividing ^ (1), then 
A(xP)B{x)三 1 + ir + ... + rc几—1 (mod x^ - 1). 
Proof. Noting that the prime p divides Cf, A(x^)三(义⑷)。(mod p) which 
means the coefficients are reduced modulo p. Hence, for some II(x) in Z[a;], 
A(x)PB(x) - A(xP)B[x) = pH{x). 
Let A{xP)B{x)三 ao + aix + a2x'^  + ... + (mod - 1). Then 
4(0；尸一 1 ( 1 + 0 ： + … i ) - ( a o + a i : c + a 2 : c 2 + … 三 pH(:c) (mod 
Since + x + ... + a："—i)三(1 + re + … + a;"一丄)(mod rc" - 1) for any 
nonnegative integer i, we have 
…+3；打-1) — ( a o + a i : r + … 三 (mod a;" —1). 
This is equivalent to say for some f (x ) G 
n - l 
- = plf(x) + f(x)(x^ — 1). 
i=0 
By considering the coefficients in Z/pZ, we get 
n - l 
- ai]x' = / ⑷ ( 工 “ - 1 ) ( m o d p). 
1 = 0 
As the coefficients of x'^ with nonnegative integer k > n on the left side 
are zeros, f{x)三 0 (mod p) and so — ai = 0 (mod p) for all i 
in {0, ...,n - 1}. By Fermat's Little Theorem, as {p,A(l)) — 1，we have 
三 1 (mod p) and so ai 三 1 (mod p) for all i in {0，1,…’ n - 1}. Also 
X^ J^q^  ai = = n and these a '^s are nonnegative integers as A(xP) 
and B{x) are polynomials of nonnegative integers. Hence, ai = I for all i in 
{ 0 , l , . . . , n - 1}. • 
The following two lemmas follow from Lemma 3.3.1. 
Lemma 3.3.3. If A is a finite integer tile, there is a tiling by A where the 
period is a product of prime factor (s) of \A\. 
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Proof. Let ^ © B © n Z = Z b e a tiling by A of period n and r be the largest 
factor of n that is coprime to \A\. By Lemma 3 .3 .1，rABB®nZ = Z. 
Define Br = {b E B : b = 0 (mod r)}, we have rA®Br®nZ = rZ. So, 
4 � 争 ① 兰 Z = Z and 3 is a product of prime factors of • 
Lemma 3.3.4. Suppose A®B®nZ = Z where the tile A is finite, 0 G A门5 
and period n has one or two prime factors. Then there is a prime factor p 
of n such that A G pZ or B C pZ. 
Proof. If \B\ = 1，then B = {0} and we are done. Suppose \B\ > 1. We 
claim that 
either (1) No elements of — is coprime to 
or (2) No elements of 5 - 5 is coprime to \A\. 
Suppose on the contrary that there exists ai and a<2 in A and bi and &2 in B 
such that ai > a � a n d (ai — <22，|B|) = 1 and 61 > 62 and (bi - 62, = 1-
By applying Lemma 3.3.1 twice, we get (ai - a2)B © (bi 一 b2)A = Z . But 
then 
(ai - a2)6i + (bi - = (^ i - 2^)62 + (h - 62)ai 
is a contradiction to unique expression. Hence, the claim is true. 
Now let n = p^q^ where p is a prime and q is one or a prime. Suppose 
(1) is true. If g = 1，then A C A — A C pZ. The first inclusion is due to the 
assumption that 0 is in A. If ^ is a prime, then A C A - A C pZ U qZ. If 
none of pZ and qZ contains A , then there exists ai and a? in A such that 
ai is in pZ\qZ and <12 is in qZ\pZ. But then ai — 02 is not in pZ U qZ (for 
example, if a! — a2 = a is in qZ, then ai = a + 02 is in qZ). If (2) is true, 
an argument parallel to the above one can be applied to show B C pZ ov 
B C qZ. • 
Lemma 3.3.5. Let A be finite, 0 E A and A® B ®nZ = Z with period n 
which has two prime factors p and q. If none of 少p(2；) and divides 
A{x), then A (Z pZ or A C qZ. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4.1’ and ^q{x) are divisors of B(x). By Lemma 
2.3.2，B ^pZernd B qZ. By Lemma 3.3.4, A C pZ 01 A C qZ. 
• 
Lemma 3.3.6. Suppose A © C = Z where A is a finite set of nonnegative 
integers and C C kZ for some k > 0. Define for i = 0，1,..., k — 1, 
(2 — Q • 
Ai = {a E A : a = i (mod k)} ’ a^  = min Ai ’ Ai — { ~ - ~ - : a 6 Ai} /c 
We have 
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= Z with p；；丨二毕. 
k k 
— ^M = = … = 
4- If k is a prime p，Sa = {p} U S^-^. 
5. If k is a prime and every Ai satisfies T2, then A satisfies T2. 
Proof. We are going to prove the statements one by one. 
1. Noting that A = |J二丄 A where [J means the union is disjoint and 
Ai = kAi, we have 
fc-i fc-i fc-i 
A{x) = ^(tti + kAl){x) = = 
i=0 i=0 i=0 
2. By taking the elements on both sides of A © C = Z that are congruent 
to i mod k，we get 




Since the tilings by A[s share the same translation set, \Ai\'s should be equal. 
As 4 二 U t o 4 we have � = 警 . 
3. Let C = B where n is the period of C. By Theorem 2.4.1 and 
Theorem 3.3.1，SUi = Sr\Sb where Sr is the set of prime power factor(s) of 
n. 
4. First we show {p} U S^-^ C Sa and then \{p} U 石丨= 
We shall use the fact that p G if and only if = 0 for a root w of 
Let w be a root of ^p{x). We have 1 — w^ = {1 - w)^p{w) = 0. So 
A(w) = E U = E O 冗 ⑴ = E C i ^^ == I石I歪pM = 0. 
Therefore, p G Sa- NOW let s G S^-^. By Lemma 3.2.2, 二 石 as 
= S^ for all i. So s G nf：!/ S^-j：. In other words, ^s(x) divides pAi{x) 
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for all i and so divides A(x). Therefore Sp-^ C SA-
Now we consider about cardinalities. 
J ^ . ( 1 ) = 1 ^ 1 =p \ A o \ = p \ p A o \ = p n 化 ⑴ = n 化(1). 
As 中s(l) > 1 for all prime power s, |{p} U = 
5. Condition T2 for A{x) can be written as follows. If si, e S^ are 
powers of distinct primes, then both and divides 
A{x) where 
s, = (psi if p|si 
‘ \ s i if Si' 
Now suppose Si,..., Sm 6 S-^ are powers of distinct primes. Then <^ >SI’...’ST„ (工） 
divides every Ai(x) by Lemma 3.3.6. By Lemma 2.3.2, both 'i>psis2-sm(^ ) and 
少 d i v i d e all Ai{x^). Hence they divide A{x) by Lemma 3.3.6. 
“ • 
Corollary 3.3.1. Given a finite integer tile A and C C kZ. Then A®C = Z 
if and only if A = © kAi) where {OQ, ai, ...,ak-i} is a complete set 
of residues mod k and every Ai satisfies min(^i) = 0 and Ai® j = Z. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.3. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.3’ there is a tiling A®C = Z with period n having at 
most two prime factors . We are going to prove Theorem 3.1.3 by induction 
on n. Assume gcd A = 1, 0 G 4 A (7 and min A = 0. For n = 1, 二 {0} 
satisfies T2. For n > 1, by Lemma 3.3.4, there exists a prime factor p of n 
such that C C pZ. By Statement 2 of Lemma 3.3.6’ Aj 0 ^ = Z is a tiling 
of period By induction hypothesis, Ai(x) satisfies T2. By Statement 5 of 
Lemma 3.3.6, A[x) satisfies T2. • 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Structure of Integer Tiles 
In this chapter, we will describe the structure of those finite integer sets A 
such that A tiles Z and \A\ has at most two prime factors. The cardinality 
of every integer tile A in this chapter is always assumed to have at 
most two prime factors unless specified. Hence, any tile A here satisfies 
conditions T1 and T2 and vice versa (Refer to Chapter 3 for details). Most 
statements in the section of Structure Theory in [8] are proven in this chapter. 
4.1 Classification 
Let 5 be a nonempty finite set of prime power(s) of at most two distinct 
primes and TV爪 be the set {0,1,2, ...,m — 1}. Define 
r s = {-A C Nicms • A tiles Z，min A = 0，SU = S}. 
That is the set of integer tiles that have the same smallest element zero, that 
have the same S set S and that their elements are strictly less than the 1cm 
of S. We shall see that Ts is not empty and it can characterize the set of 
finite tiles. 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let A be a finite integer set with min A = 0. If we denote 
Sa by S，then A tiles Z if and only 三 A (mod 1cm S) for some A e Ts-
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.1.1, for any tile A, there is always a 
tiling A © ® (1cmS)Z = Z with period 1cmS and B depends only on S. 
The equivalence now follows by Theorem 2.4.1. • 
Suppose it is given a set S of prime powers of at most two primes. The 
translation set constructed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 is called the 
universal translation set of S and is denoted by Cs, 
20 
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Lemma 4.1.1. Let S be a set of prime powers with 1cm 5 = jfqb y^f^gre 
a,b > 0, p is a prime and q ^ p is one or a prime. Then p e S if and only 
ifCsCpZ. 
Proof. This can be seen from the construction of Cs- Recall that Cs is 
B e (1cm 5) Z with B[x) = ELeM 少m(工 )where M is the set of prime 
power factors of 1cm S which are not in S and t{m) is the largest factor of 
1cm S which is coprime to m. 
Suppose Cs C pZ. Then B C pZ. If p is in M, then the factor 
= + … o i B { x ) implies that C B 
as the constant term in is 1 for all m in M. This contradicts to 
B C pZ. So, p is not in M but in S. 
Suppose p e S. Let m e M. If m = ，then r > 1 and the index of x 
in every term in < 1 > 爪 ( 3 ； " 饥 ) ) = ) is a multiple of p. If m = q'^ for 
some integer r，then p\t{m). (In fact if it is granted the fact that Ts is not 
empty, then p e S implies A ^ p Z for all A G Ts by Lemma 3.2.3 which 
implies Cs C p Z by Lemma 3.3.4.) • 
Lemma 4.1.2. T^pc} = for all prime p and integer o： > 0. 
Proof. First, e I^p�} is clear. Now let A e F^paj. By condition Tl, 
= p. Then f{x)^pa{x) = A(x) where f{x) = {x - l)g{x) + 1 for some 
g(x) e Z[a;], i.e. 
A{x) = ((a: - 1)^ (0；) + 1)(1 + rcPa-i + + ... + 广工）.(4.1) 
As A C Npc, deg A{x) < and so we have deg((a; — l)g(x)) < 
Hence, none of the indexes of x which appear in ((x — l)g{x)){l + + 
… + a;(p-i)p�一 ) is a multiple of From equation (4.1), we see that 
1 + a:广 1 + H h x(p_i)p�一 1 already appears in To preserve the 
number of elements in A, the only possible ^ is = 0 since no cancelation of 
terms can be made. • 
Theorem 4.1.2. Let p he a prime. Any tile with prime cardinality p is a 
translation of a p power multiple of a complete set of residues modulo p. 
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Proof. By T l and Lemma 4.1.2, we have 
{tile /I : IA| 二 p’ min A = 0} ={tile A : JJ ^^(l) = p, min4 = 0} 
= I J {tile A :SA = min A = 0} 
aeN 
= y 4 三广 l iVp (mod p"), min A = 0} 
ot£N 
= U :A = Np (mod p),mmA = 0}. 
aeN 
• 
4.2 Structure of Tiles with Cardinality p^ 
By T l , the S set 5 of a tile with number of elements p" contains only powers 
of p. We shall work out Fg. 
Lemma 4.2.1. If p is not in S, then Ts = pTg where 5 = | which denotes 
the set s e S}. 
Proof. Taking A G F^, then we have 1cm S = p 1cm S and S^-^ = pS-^ 二 S 
with the first equality follows from Lemma 3.2.2. Taking A e F^, we see 
that Cs^pZasp^Shy Lemma 4.1.1. Then A CpZhy Lemma 3.3.4 and 
so pSa = S by Lemma 3.2.2. • p 
Lemma 4.2.2. If p is in S, then Ts = ® pA) where j^o 二 
0,ai, ...,ap_i} is a complete set of residues modulo p, every {aj} © pAi lies 
in e r^ where S = {p^ : E S} }. 
Proof. The union is disjoint because if there exists a^  and bi in Ai and a), and bj 
in Aj such that aj + pbj = di + p bi then a^  三 aj (mod p) and so i = j as 
{tti}口1 is a complete set of residue modulo p. 
As p is in 5, Cs C pZ. If we take A in Ts, we can write A as UEoHi^i} ® 
pAi) where Ai = : a G Ai] with Ai = {a = i (mod p) : a e A} and 
ai = min Ai. By Lemma 3.3.6 and then Lemma 3.2.2, 
S={p}U S^-J-^ = {p} U { 广 : J F e U ： q 日 6 % } . 
Since the elements of S are powers of p, S-^ = {p^ : p时丄 G S}. 
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Now let A = |Jf=o({ai} © M i ) to be an element of the set on the right 
side. Then it is clear that minA = 0 and A tiles Z. Now by Lemma 3.3.6， 
Sa = {p} U Sp-^ which is S. Hence, A is in Ts- • 
八 A 
Let N be a collection of integer sets力nd M a integer set. N + M refers 
to the collection of sets {iV + M :N eN}. 
Corollary 4.2.1. Let p be a prime and a be a positive integer. Then we 
have 
r{p’pa+i} = poNp e p^'Np 
where denotes the collection of the complete sets of residues modulo n 
with elements in Nm containing zero. 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let S be a set of powers of a prime p. Every member of Fs 
is a disjoint union of translates of ^^^Np. 
Proof. Let n be the number of elements in S. For n = l,the statement follows 
from Lemma 4.1.2. Suppose now it is true for n < k. Let us consider the case 
when n = /c+1. Let minShep^. By Lemma 4.2.1, Ts = F^ where S = 
•p^. Hence, we can assume p is in S. Then Ts is as in Lemma 4.2.2. Let A 
be in Ts- By hypothesis, ！A^ " = Uj=i{^j } ® for a set of integers { t j } . 
Then ^ — 
The statement holds for n = /c + 1. • 
4.3 Structure of Tiles with Cardinality p^ q^  
This section is parallel to the previous section. Let be a set containing 
powers of two distinct primes p and q. Define 
S = : pa+i e S } U : / e 5 } and 
⑨ = : G 5 } U : G S). 
Lemma 4.3.1. If both p and q are not in S，then Ts = p F^ |J qT^. 
Proof. Let A be in S. By Lemma 3.3.5, either A C pZ oi A C q"^ '^en 
Ts = {A_e Ts-.Ac e Ts ： A C qZ} gives Ts 二 { p i ： A_e 
: � e ! > } . The main reason for {A e Ts ： A C pZ} = {pA : 
A e r^} is that S = = : e S^} U : / e 5^4} if and only if 
% = : pa+i eS}U {q^ eS} = S. • 
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Lemma 4.3.2. If p is in S，then Ts = { © pA) where {0 二 
ao，ai,..., Op-i} is a complete set of residues modulo p, every {ai} © pAi lies 
in N\ cm b and Ai is in Tg }. 
Proof. It follows from a similar proof as the one for Lemma 4.2.2 • 
Lemma 4.3.3. If q is in S, then Fs = { [J二(?({“�} ® qAi) where {0 = 
ao, ai,..., aq_i} is a complete set of residues modulo q, every © qAi lies 
in N\cm s and Ai is in F^}. 
Proof. It follows from a similar proof as the one for Lemma 4.2.2 • 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let p and q be two distinct primes and let a and p be two 
positive integers. Then we have 
= © p f N q u V-1 爲 e Tf-、>% • 
Proofs We shall consider two cases. Case 1. a = 1. As p is in S, Ts = 
pqP-iNp © by Lemma 4.3.2. Case 2. a,/3 > 1. Neither p nor q is 
in S. Let A be in F p^a^ g/jj. Then either A C p Z or A C gZ by Lemma 
3.3.4. In case A C pZ , there exists A in 1"{於�-1’位/3} such that A = pA hy 
Lemma 3.2.2. After at most a + — 3 iterations, there exists S such that 
p 01 q e S. Suppose p e S. Then in fact A = for some A in 
Hence, A is in p^'^g^-iNp 0 p^'g^-^Ng. Now let A be in p^'-^F^p^gpy. Then 
A = p"一iZ with = By Lemma 3.2.4，Sa = {p^'^q^j and so A is 
in r{p�’g;3}. • 
By a similar argument, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3.4. Let 肌 过 b e two strictly decreasing sequence 
in N. Define 
s = WLoU 卿：=0， 
Sp = ： G 5 } U eS} and 
Sq = K : G 5 } U ： / G S}. 
Then 
Ts = p'^ '-'Ts, u / i - i r v 
Proof. Statement holds immediately for one of ai and is 1. Suppose now 
both ai and pi are greater than 1. If A is in then A 二 广 — f o r 
some p in S^. By Lemma 3.2.4, Sa = S and so A is in Ts- Now let A be in 
Then either A C pZ 01 A C qZ hy Lemma 3.3.4. In case A C pZ, there 
exists A in Fg with S = 一 1 : G S}U {g^ : q^ e S} such that A = pAhy 
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Lemma 3.2.2. After at most ai + A — 3 decompositions, there exists S such � � • � 
that p or g in S. Suppose p is in S. Then in fact A = for some A in 
r v • 
Lemma 4.3.5. Let S be a set of power(s) of prime p and power(s) of prime 
q. Then every member of Ts is a disjoint union of translates of ^-^^Np or 
Proof. Let n be the cardinality of S. By Theorem 4.3.1，the statement holds 
for n=2. Suppose it is true for all n < k. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. p or g is in S. Assume p is in S. Consider the decomposition 
of Ts by Lemma 4.3.2. As |5| = k, by induction hypothesis, Tg is a set 
of disjoint union of 罕Np or ^-^Ng with 1cm S = plcmS . Hence, the 
statement holds for n = /c + 1 in this case. 
Case 2. p and q are not in S. Let A b^in Ts- Then ACpZoiACqZ. If 
A C pZ , then A = pA with A 6 Fg and 5 = 5. Let a = min{a : e S} and 
(3 = min{6 : G S}. After at most a + — 3 decompositions, there exists S 
such that p or g js in 5". Suppose p in S. Then in fact A = for some A 
in r^ with p in S. By Lemma 4.3.2 and induction hypothesis, the statement 
holds for n = /c + 1 in this case. 
• 
4.4 More Examples 
Example 1. Let p be a prime. Similar to the proof of Theorem J^.1.2, we 
have by condition T1 , Lemma 4-2.1 and Corollary 4-2.1, 
{tile A\\A\= minA = 0} zs 
IJ : A 三 W mod p" for some A' E p'^-\a-0Np © p '^^ A^p, min 4 = 0}. 
a>/3eN 
Example 2. Let p and q be two distinct primes. We have by condition T1 
and Theorem 4-3.1, 
{tile A : I^IlI = pq, min A = 0} is 
IJ : 4 三 A' mod pq^ for some A' 6 pgis-iNp 0 p A^ q, min A 二 0} 
a,/Sen 
U { / " M : A 三 A' mod jfq for some A' G pa-ifiq 0 jf-^^qNp ,minA = 0}. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Complementing Pairs Mod pqr 
Let p, q and r be three distinct primes. In this chapter, we shall investigate 
the collection of principal complementing pairs modulo pqr. We shall prove a 
sufficient and necessary condition for an integer set A with prime cardinality 
p to be a principal complementing set modulo pqr. 
5.1 Introduction 
Let n be a natural number and Nn = {0,1,2, — 1}. Given two finite 
sets of integers A and B, we say that the pair (A, B) is a complementing pair 
modulo n if = n and A + B 三 Nn (mod n). In this case, A is called a 
complementing set modulo n and B a complement of A modulo n. If both A 
and B lie in Nn and contain zero, we call {A, B) a principal complementing 
pair modulo n, A a principal complementing set modulo n and B a principal 
complement of A modulo n. 
We are about to present the structure of the principal complementing 
pairs modulo 30 with {\A\, |B|) in {(5,6),(3,10)}. For (|A|,\B\) = (5，6), there 
are 5100 distinct principal complementing pairs modulo 30. For {\A\, |B|)= 
(3，10), there are 20070 distinct principal complementing pairs modulo 30. 
From computations and then data analysis, we observe that if (A, B) is 
a pair of subsets of N30 both containing zero with \B\) = (5,6) and d 
is the greatest common divisor of elements in A and 30, then (A, B) is a 
principal complementing pair mod 30 if and only if A is a complete set of 
residues mod 5 and B is the direct sum of multiples of N迎 and a complete 
set of residues mod d with elements in N^d . A similar statement also holds 
true when \B\) = (3’ 10). These suggest the following conjecture. 
26 
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5.2 A Conjecture and Proofs 
Conjecture 1. Let n be the product of three distinct primes p, q and r and 
(A, B) a pair of sets in Nn both containing zero and \B\) = (r，pg). 
Denote by d the greatest common divisor of elements in A and n. Then 
(A, B) is a principal complementing pair modulo n if and only if A is a 
complete set of residues modulo r and B is the direct sum of dr multiples of 
N吿 and a complete set of residues modulo d with elements in Ndr-
To show the "only i f part, we shall verify the condition on A. It follows 
from the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let n be a positive integer and let A be a complementing set 
modulo n containing 0. If \A\ = p is a prime factor ofn and a = max {a : 
divides n}, then A is a jf multiple of a complete set of residues modulo p for 
some i E Na. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1.2，A can be written as where m G N and N 
is a complete set of residues modulo p containing 0. Suppose on the contrary 
that 
A = + l，pa2 + 2，...,pap_i + {p - 1)} 
for some positive integer i> a and a sequence of integers {a ) }口. Then 
A(x) = 1 + + ‘广 2+2 + . . . + (一)pap_i+(p-1) 
三 1 + + x^p' + . . . + (mod - 1) 
三 (mod 广 — 1 ) 
三 (x) (mod — 1). 
where A{x) is as defined in Section 2.4 and denotes the n仇 cyclotomic 
polynomial. The last two equivalences are due to Lemma 2.3.1. 
As ^pi+i{x) divides a;严—1，we now have ^pi+i(x) divides A{x). Hence, 
pi+i is in Sa which is defined in Section 3.1. By condition T l , p = Hses^ 少 
Notice that $pi+i(l) = p and 中s(l) is greater than 1 for all prime power s 
by Lemma 2.3.1. Hence, we indeed have Sa = {p计i}. Now ^t(x) does not 
divide for any prime factor t • p计i oi n. As i + 1 > a, is not 
a factor of n. Hence, by Theorem 2.4.1, divides B(x) for any prime 
power factor t of n and Sb contains all these Vs. Notice that when running 
through the set of prime power factors of n, f l 中 = 几 . B y condition T1 
again, B(l) > n. This is a contradiction. • 
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Corollary 5.2.1. Let p, q and r be three distinct primes and {A, B) be a 
principal complementing pair modulo pqr where A has r elements. Then A 
is a complete set of residues modulo r and Sa = {r}. 
Hence, we only have four possible values for d in Conjecture 1, namely 
{1,2?, q,pq}. When d = pq, we have A = pqNr by Corollary 5.2.1. Conjecture 
1 says that in this case the principal complement of A modulo pqr is a 
complete set of residues modulo pq. This is indeed the case. It follows from 
Lemma 5.2.1 below by replacing r by pq and s by r. 
This lemma can also be used to verifies the "if part of Conjecture 1 
when d = 1’ which says that a complete set of residues modulo r containing 
0 in Npqr and rNpq constitute a principal complementing pair modulo pqr, 
by taking s = pq. 
Lemma 5.2.1. Suppose n = rs where r and s are positive integers greater 
than 1. Then A is a complete set of residues modulo r containing 0 with 
nonzero elements lying between 0 and n if and only if {A^rNs) is a principal 
complementing pair modulo n. 
Proof. We first prove the "only i f part. Let N = { n o , n i , C Nn 
containing 0 and rii 三 i (mod r) for alH = 0,1, ...,r —1. Since = n, 
we shall show that (iV，rNg) is a principal complementing pair modulo n by 
showing that the elements in iV + rNs are incongruent modulo n. Now 
suppose for some zi,z2 in {no,ni , . . . ,nr - i } and j i , j2 in Ns we have ii + r j i 三 
i2 + rj2 (mod n). Then as r divides n, we get i：三 i飞(mod r) and so ii = i). 
Then we haveji 三 j2 (mod s) and so ji = j2. 
We now prove the "if part. Suppose on the contrary that there is a 
subset M of Nrs such that it is a complement of rNg modulo rs but it is not 
a complete set of residues modulo r. Then since the number of elements in 
M is r, there exists two congruent modulo r elements mi and m^ in M and 
they are distinct. As M is in Nrs, if we assume mi is greater than 爪2，then 
mi — 7722 = rs' for some nonzero s' in Ns. But that would lead to a double 
representation of mi, namely mi 二 mi + 0 and mi = m2 + rs' where 0 and 
rs, are in rNg and mi and m) are in M. • 
We now move on to prove the "i f part of the conjecture when d G {p, q}. 
In case d = p, we can take (r, s, t) = (p, q, r) in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2.2. Suppose n = rst where r, s and t are positive integers greater 
than 1. If A is the r multiple of a complete set of residues modulo t containing 
0 and with nonzero elements lying between 0 and st and B is the direct sum of 
rtNs and a complete set of residues modulo r containing 0 and with nonzero 
elements lying between 0 and rt, then {A, B) is a principal complementing 
pair modulo n. 
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Proof. Let N = {uq = 0，ni,...，n(_i} C Nst such that n^  三 i (mod t) for 
i = 0,1, - 1 and M = { m � = 0,mi, ...,772^-1} C Nrt such that rrij 三 j 
(mod r) for j = 0,1, ...,r - 1. As \rN + rtNs + M| = n, we shall prove the 
lemma by showing the elements in rN + rtNs + M are incongruent modulo 
n. Suppose on the contrary that there exists ii and i) in N, ji and j2 in 
Ng and k\ and ki in M such that ri\ + rtji + ki and rz2 + rtj�+ k2 are 
congruent modulo n. Then since r is a factor of n, we have ki and /c2 are 
congruent modulo r and so they are equal. Now we have ii + tji and i] + tj� 
are congruent modulo st. So, ii and i) are congruent modulo t and ii = 12. 
Lastly, ji and j) are congruent modulo s and so ji = j2. • 
For the case when d 二 p, the reason why B is a direct sum is unknown 
but we know that 5 is a disjoint union of q many distinct complete set of 
residues modulo p. To see this, we notice that there are qr many elements 
congruent to each other mod p in a complete set of residues mod pgr and 
the r elements in A are multiples of p. So, there are exactly q many distinct 
elements in B which are congruent to each other mod p. Result follows as 
\B\ = pq. The conjecture for this case holds if we can show that r divides 
the difference between any two congruent modulo p elements in B. 
5.3 A Summary of Our Results 
By Corollary 5.2.1 and Lemma 5.2.1’ we have 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let p, q and r be three distinct primes and let A be a set 
containing 0 with elements in Npqr and cardinality p. Then A is a principal 
complementing set modulo pqr if and only if A is a complete set of residues 
modulo p. 
By Lemma 5.2.1 and Lemma 5.2.2, we have 
Theorem 5.3.2. Suppose n = rst where r, s and t are positive integers. If A 
is the r multiple of a complete set of residues modulo t containing 0 and with 
nonzero elements lying between 0 and st and B is the direct sum of rtNs and 
a complete set of residues modulo r containing 0 and with nonzero elements 
lying between 0 and rt, then {A, B) is a principal complementing pair modulo 
n. 
• End of chapter. 
Appendix A 
Number Systems 
Materials in this appendix are mainly from [2] and [3]. 
A . l Definitions 
An infinite collection {81,82, •.•} of sets of nonnegative integers containing 
zero is called a number system if every nonnegative integer n can be uniquely 
expressed as ni + 712 + 713 + ... where every rii is from Si. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that no Si consists of the element 0 only. 
A British number system is a number system {S'ij^i such that there is 
a sequence 工 of integers greater than 1 such that each Si is of the form 
9^9192---gi-iNg^ with go = 1. 
Suppose Z+ is a disjoint union of a sequence {At}二 1 of its subsets, ie. 
= Ur=i At. Define n = {Ei^A, Si ： Si e Si}. Then {Ti}^, is called a 
degeneration of and it is also a number system as explained below. 
Given a positive integer n = Si + S2 + S3 + ... where every Si is in Si, we 
can write n = YlT=i(YjieAk S i )朋 { ^ f c } £ i is a partition of Z+ and 0 is in 
every Si. Denote J2ieAk Si by tk. The uniqueness of these tkS follows from 
the uniqueness of expression by Let us consider n = Si + S2 + S3 + 
. . .+ Sr^  for some positive integer and Si in Si. Suppose (JT i^ -^ i contains 
Then n = + .. . + Siu. If 几=T^^^a, + .. • + 
Ylj^ &Av Sjv for some positive integer v, then Sj如=Sj^ for all w < min{ii，v} 
and the other si^ = 0 as 工 is a number system. 
30 
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A.2 Structure of tiles of Z+ and Nn 
Using the following lemma, we can show that every number system is a 
British number system. 
Lemma A.2.1. Any number system is a degeneration of some num-
ber system {Tjgi where there exists an integer g>l such that = Ng and 
Ti C gZ for all i > 2. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume 5i is the set containing 1 and 
S2 is the set containing g which is the smallest positive integer not in Si and 
it exists as the underlying space is Z+. We shall prove the two claims below 
for all natural number n. 
9—1 00 
Claim (1) : (|J{n^ + i } ) n = 0 
i=l i=2 
9 一 1 9 - 1 
Claim (2) : [j{ng + i} C Si or + 0 ) 门 = • 
i=0 i=0 
By claim (1), Si is a subset of p Z for all i > 1. By claim (2), if ng is in 
Si then all integers between ng and (n + 1)辽 are in ^i, otherwise none of 
them appears. Hence, Si = Ng ® gS\ where Si = {n : ng £ iSi}. By setting 
Ti = Ng, T2 = Si and = Si-i for all i > 2, the lemma will follow. 
For n = 0, the above claims are true as Ng C S\. Assume the above 
claims are true for n < m. Consider the case when n 二 m. We shall show 
claim (1) and then claim (2). For claim (1), suppose there exists i in Ng such 
that mg i = Sj where j > 1 and sj is in Sj. Consider the number mg + g. 
We have 
mg + g = Sj + g — i. • • 
in S2 in Sj in S\ 
If mg is in ^i, then j = 2 but mg ^ g — i. If mg is in Sj for some j > 1， 
then it would lead to a contradiction to unique expression. If mg is not in 
USi Si, then consider mg 二 Si + S2 + ... where at least two sj's are nonzero. 
As Si < mg for all i > 0, there exists 0 < k < m and 0 < u < g such 
that Si = kg + Ti. By induction hypothesis, r) 二 0 for all j > 1. As 
mg = Si + S2 + -", we have ri = 0. But then mg-hi = hg + S2 +sz-\-... where 
at least two terms on the right side is greater than 0. This is a contradiction 
to mg + i = Sj. 
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To prove claim (2)，we first consider the case when mg is in Suppose 
on the contrary that there exists i in Ng such that mg + i 车 Si. Then 
mp + i = Si + S2 + ... with at least one Sj > 0 for some j > 1. By (1)， 
Si = lig-\-i for some h in i V爪 .B y induction hypotheses, hg is in Si. Then 
mg = hg + S2 + ... is a contradiction to the unique expression of mg. Now 
suppose mg is not in Si. Then mg = S1+S2+... with at least one Sj > 0 where 
j > 1. If mg+i is in Si for some i in Ng, then mg+i = Si+z + S2 + S3 e Si 
is a contradiction as Si + z is in Si by induction hypothesis. 
• 
Theorem A.2.1. Every number system is a British number system. 
Proof. This theorem follows directly from the above lemma. Take gi 二 g. 
Note that {令}告2 is also a number system. Apply the lemma again to this 
number system will generate g2. Repeating this process infinitely results in 
a British Number System. • 
About ten years after the above work of de Bruijn, C.T.Long first men-
tioned its application on tiling of Z+ and further decompose Nn- In the 
following part of Appendix A, we assume 1 ^ A whenever we 
write A® B = Nn. 
Theorem A.2.2. Let A and B be infinite sets of nonnegative integers. Then 
A® B = if and only if there exists {gi > such that 
A = Ng,® g^ Ng, e gig2g3g4Ng,�• . 
B = giNg^ © 9i9293Ng^ 0 gmgzQAQbNg^ © • • • • 
If one of A and B is finite, then will he of finite length r and iVr+i = 
Proof. Let gi be the minimal nonzero element of B and Ai be A n gi Z. 
Then by Lemma A.2.1, A=Ai 0 Ng, and hence iV仍① ① 召 二 Z+. Note 
j f e f ^ = Z+ and IG 贵.Take "2 = min 念 � 0 . Similarly, = Z+ 
where Bi = 0 ng2 Z. Note again ^ 0 ^ = and 1 e Repeating 
this process will get the above patterns of A and B. All the > 0 as A and 
B are assumed to be infinite. If one of A and B is finite, then 办 = 0 for 
some r, the process stops and iV^+i = • 
The following theorem will show that there is a one to one correspondence 
between the set of all complementing pairs of Nn and the set of all ordered 
finite sequences { m j with m^ > 2 such that f j 爪i = 队 
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Theorem A.2.3. A® B = N^ if and only if there exists a sequence 
of integers greater than 1 such that 
n = mim2...m” 
A = Nmi © mimsNrns © . • • ® mim2...ma-iNm^ and 
B = rJliNm^ ® mi77127713e • • • e 17111712…rUb-lNmb 
where a and b are the largest odd and even numbers no greater than r respec-
tively. In case r = 1, then we take B = {0}. 
We shall need a couple of lemmas to prove this theorem. 
Lemma A.2.2. Let m be a integer greater than 1 and A, B,C and D be 
subset of Nn such that A = mC © Nm and B = mD. Then A® B = Nmk if 
and only if C ® D = Nk for any positive integer k. 
Proof. Since A®B = mC®Nm®mD = m(C®D)®Nm, we have C®D = Nk 
implies A® B = Nmk- Now suppose A® B = Nmk- Then \C 0 D\ = k and 
•/Vfc is the smallest possible C® D. If C 0 D is not NK, then there exists 6 > 0 
such that k-\-b is in C ® D. But m{k + 6) + (m — 1) > mk is not in Nmk-
• 
Lemma A.2.3. If Ai 0 Bi = Nn, then there exists a factor ttiq > 1 of n 
and two sets of nonnegative integers Aq and Bq such that Aq® Bq = N命， 
Ai = mo Bo © Nmo and Bi = moAo-
Proof. If BI = {0}，then m � = n and Aq = Bq = {0}. Suppose Bi • {0}. 
Take m=min(5i\{0}) > 1 as 1 G A. We shall show that 
oo 
{hm + 7^ } n (Ai U Bi) = (p where h = max{h : hm < n}. 
r=0 
If hm + r e Ai for some nonnegative integer r, then n < ( / i+ l )m < / im+r + 
m e Ai ® Bi = Nn is a. contradiction, li hm + r e Bi for some nonnegative 
integer r, then n-l<{h + l)m - 1 < {m - 1) + hnn-\-r e Ai e Bi = Nn is 
a contradiction. Hence, Ai U Bi C Nhm- By a similar argument in Lemma 
A.2.1，one can show 
• For any integer k in [0, h), U二i{於爪 + i } n = 
• For any integer k in [0’ h), U 二 爪 + or C A^. 
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Now take mo = m, Aq = : b e B} and Bq = : a e A}. Then we 
have Ai := moBo © iV爪�and Bi = moA). Since Ai ® Bi = Nn, we have 
n = |5o| .爪0 . |A)| and so mo divides n. By Lemma A.2.2, Aq® Bo = N丄. 
m � 
• 
We are now ready to give a proof for Theorem A.2.3. 
Proof. The statement is true for n = 2 by Lemma A.2.3. Suppose it is 
true for all n < k. Given that A ® B = N^+i. Then by Lemma A.2.3 
again, there exists 1 < mo| A: + 1, Aq and Bq such that Aq ® Bq = NK+i, 
mo 
A = tuoBq ® NMO and B = mo A). In case Bq = {0}，we have A = 
and B = MNNK+I. In case Bq is not {0}, by induction hypothesis, we can 
mo 
suppose 思 = m i m 2 . " m n Aq = A^! © mimsiVma © • • • © mim2…ma-iNma 
and Bq = miNm2 © mimsmsiV叫 0 • • • © mim2…mb_iiV爪& where a and b 
are the largest odd and even numbers no greater than r respectively. Then 
A = Nmo ® momiNm2 © m o m卵^ m s N爪在� . • • � momim2...m6-iA^mb and 
B = RRIONMI ® momimsiVma © . . • ©mo爪i爪2..•爪a-i^^ma. Note that 6 + 1 and 
a + 1 are the largest odd and even numbers no greater than r + 1 respectively 
and the m '^s now start from 2 = 0. Hence, the statement is true for n = 
• 
• End of chapter. 
Appendix B 
Notations 
% ： the set of all integers 
： the set of all nonnegative integers 
N : {1，2，3，...} = the set of natural numbers 
No ： Z+ = { 0 ’ l ’ 2 ’ 3 r . . } 
Nm ： { 0 , l , 2 , . . , m - l } 
: {nonzero odd numbers in i V j 
r£n : {N:OeN,N = Nm (mod m)} 
a-\-B : {a-\-b:beB} 
aB : {ab:be B} 
f ： 
A + B : the multiset {a + 6 : a e A, h e B] 
\A\ : number of elements in the set A 
(A) : GCD of all elements in A 
We write A\_\B in case AU B is & disjoint union. We write A® B in case 
the elements in A B are distinct. 
• End of chapter. 
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